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In an intense laser field， rotational mo七ionof molecules is hindered by the interaction 
between the laser electric白eldand the induced dipole moment. The resultant quantum 
states are called pendular states. In the ca.')e of linear molecules interacting with a linearly 
polarized la.')er field， the axes of molecules in the pendular states are aligned along the 
la.')er polarization direction [1]. In an elliptically polarized la.')er field， it ha.') been reported 
that al the three principal axes of an a.')ymmetric top molecule can be aligned with respect 
to a given laboratory frame [2]. 
In the present study， the alignment of a.')ymmetric top molecules in an elliptically po-
larized intense la.')er field is investigated theoretically in order to clarify the relationship 
between (i) the degree of the alignment of the three principal axes and (i) that of the 
asymmetry in the rotational constants and the polarizability tensor components. 
2 Model 
The degree of the 3.c;ymmetry in three rotational constants A， B， and C is characterized 
by Ray's a.')ymmetry parameter;κ? 













Similary， the degree of the asymmetry in the diagonal elements of a polarizabili七ytensor 
is described by ηdefined as 
η= (2αbb -αω一α∞)/(αω一α∞). (-1三η三1) (2) 
Aむthelimit of a prolate symmetric top，κ=η= -1， and at the limit of an oblate 
symmetric top，κ=η=1. 
By changing systematically these asymmetry parameters while keeping the values of the 
max:imum and minimum rotational constants A and C， and those for the polarizability 
componentsαωandα的 thequantum states for the rotational motion of 8.'iymmetric 
top molecules inもhetime-averaged interaction potential are obtained. The degree of 
the alignment of the three principal ax:es in the resultant states are represented 8.'i the 
expectation values of the square modulus of the direction cosines between the molecular 
principal ax:es and the space-fixed ax:es. 
3 Results and Discussion 
It is shown that the degree of alignment of three principal ax:es in the pendular states 
of anωymmetric top molecule is sensitively dependent on κand η. 
When ηincre8.'ies， the degree of alignment of the αax:is decre8.'ies monotonically， while 
七hatofもhec ax:is incre8.'ies monoもonically. The degree of alingment of the b ax:is is 
max:imized at aroundη= o.These tendencies are interpreted in terms of the variation of 
the pendular potential with respect to the 8.'iymmetry in the diagonal components of the 
polarizability tensor. 
When κincreases， the degree of alignment of the respective principal ax:es decre8.'ies 
monotonically. This is interpreted by the increa.se in the energies of the pendular states 
8.'isociated with the decrea.se in the moment of inertia for the pendular motion， inducing 
the delocalization of the wavefunction of the pendular sもa七es.
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